scattered. It includes an excellent appraisal of a number of papers published during the past year relating to changing patterns in the aetiology of cirrhosis and the effects of various treatment measures. Diagnostic techniques needed to establish cirrhosis ranging from the latest analysis of standard liver function tests to the more sophisticated imaging techniques, are also covered. There is also a very clear explanation of metabolic measurement by which liver function and mass can be assessed in quantitative terms.

The review by Hal Conn of the great deal of work in portal hypertension published during the past 12 to 18 months is a masterly one. The new studies on the control of acute bleeding from varices by pharmacological measures as well as the long term prevention of recurrent bleeding, are well analysed. What Conn does, and other authors do to a lesser extent, is not only to present sufficient data for the reader to make a valued judgement, but also to give their own critical assessment of the data and bias. There are also chapters on hepatitis and the serology of liver diseases which give a very good account of what are difficult areas because of the great volume of publications coming from different parts of the world.

This is not just a collection of abstracts of published papers, but a real overview of the literature and progress in hepatology. Furthermore, the editor claims that it has been possible to reduce the delay in publication from one half to one third of that taken usually with an annual review.

ROGER WILLIAMS


This book proceeds from a conference held at Rochester, New York, though this fact is concealed in the preface. It must have been an exhausting meeting, with 40 speakers covering a very wide range of topics from satiety to rectal motility. Speakers treated their brief of producing a written paper with varying degrees of seriousness. Some conscientious ones wrote balanced and well referenced reviews (this is especially true of sections on the enteric nervous system) but most produced brief reviews of their own recent work with prints of their slides.

Despite the title there is far more physiology (peptides, nerves, motility, and electricity) than clinical material. The magnitude of the clinical problems was highlighted by Mendeloff: in 1976, 96 000 Americans were discharged from hospital with a main diagnosis of irritable bowel syndrome (plus 19 000 with psychogenic gastrointestinal disorders). It is odd, however, to read a review of epidemiology in 1983 and find no mention of a prevalence survey published in 1980 (Gastroenterology 1980; 79: 283). Odd too, that IBS ("the big one") is relegated to the end of the book. Gas and biliary dyskinesia each put in an appearance but more important clinical problems like heartburn, non-ulcer dyspepsia, and simple constipation are barely mentioned. And does intestinal pseudo-obstruction really belong in this book?

One gets the impression that clinicians had little to say in planning this meeting and that there was little communication between clinicians and scientists. All in all, a book for the neuropathologist or motility man rather than the beleaguered clinician who battles daily with abdominal women.

K W HEaton


This is an excellent book. It is very well written, is comprehensive and by its concise style has managed to keep its size within reasonable bounds. The printing is clear and the illustrations are good — although sometimes the relevant text does not appear on the same page which means some unwelcome turning of pages at times. By modern standards the price is average (£49).

This is the third volume of a three volume series, and although colonic and anorectal surgery is advancing very rapidly it manages to be virtually up to date in its contents. Tight editorial work has kept the style uniform, and there is a good balance to the selection of material. This volume would prepare a final FRCS candidate admirably, and would update a busy general surgeon with most techniques of proven value for treating diseases of the lower alimentary tract. A very tiny number of statements are controversial: the authors do not seem to have appreciated the latest evidence supporting immediate one stage colectomy for obstructing carcinomas of the colon, and there is no guidance for how best to resect colon cancers in difficult situations — for example, the splenic flexure area. It is also surprising to see subcutaneous alcohol injections still being advocated for intractable pruritis. Although the Koch pouch is fully described the 'pelvic pouch' operation (Parks procedure) is not discussed. Local procedures for low cancers of the rectum and anus (including radiotherapeutic methods) are inadequately discussed.
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